Discover The Five Most Frequently Asked
Questions Before You Buy The MetaStock
Programming Study Guide

Buy It, Read It, Profit From It

1.

Can’t I just learn these MetaStock secrets on my own?

Yes and no. Yes, you could learn the basics however, even these need to be learnt
through the “School of Hard Knocks” which is both expensive and time consuming.
Worst of all, you may never discover some of the true MetaStock secrets.
These are the secrets that could potentially prevent you from making
unnecessary devastating financial mistakes. Wouldn’t it be easier if I showed you
step-by-step what to do?
Just a few comments from what I teach may easily save you thousands!

2. Why don’t I just use the MetaStock manual or MetaStock formula primer?
Unfortunately, the MetaStock manual just doesn’t cut it… Pick up your manual now and
look at the boring pages. Can you see yourself spending years trying to work through
this exampleless manual? Worse yet, by the time you finish – if you finish – you won’t
have even been taught how to use the formula. What a waste of time!
As for the MetaStock formula primer although there is some good content in there, it
only does about one tenth of the job. It’s not step-by-step enough, there’s no Q&A and
it doesn’t show you the practical applications of what you learn.
I don’t know if you’re like me but I learn best with examples and practical
applications, not just theory.

3.

Do I have to be a programmer to get the most out of this package?

No you don’t! In fact, I don’t even have a programming background. That's why I
avoid all the programming jargon in the MetaStock Programming Study Guide.
Many of the Study Guide users started with no experience, while others start with
some. One thing’s for sure though, you’ll learn exactly what you need to know to use
Metastock to its full potential, without needing a Mathematical Science Degree!
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4. Give me one good reason to learn MetaStock?
How about I give you 5?!
- You already own Metastock, so it’s a bad investment if you don’t learn to use it!
- You’re missing out on profitable trading opportunities every minute, unless you
know how to find them using MetaStock that is ;-)
- MetaStock can almost completely automate your trading – giving you more time
to do what you really love.
- Anyone can learn the Metastock secrets. You don’t have to be a math whiz or
computer genius! - I've made Metastock easy for everyone!
- The most profitable skill you can ever master is the skill of trading, and mastering
Metastock is your first step. You can finally take control of your financial future.

5. What’s the secret to make MetaStock easy?
Get yourself a copy of the MetaStock Programming Study Guide :-) Click here and own
your copy today!
Take Robert Kiyosaki's (Investment Guru) advice and remember... I often hear
people saying, “Investing is risky.” I disagree. Instead I say, “Being
uneducated is risky.”

Are You Still Thinking About It?
The MetaStock Programming Study Guide owners know its value because they know
what's in it. But you don't...
So I’m going to remove your risk completely
with my lifetime...

110% Better Than Risk-Free,
Money Back Guarantee!
Don't say "yes" right now. Just say "maybe."
If I have not delivered everything I promised and more, then I insist you let me know
and I'll refund 100% of your purchase price.
Now, I did say "110% satisfaction." Right?
What's the extra 10%, you ask?
Click Here To Find Out…

David Jenyns
Co-Author of The MetaStock Programming Study guide
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